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Abstract
As part of the SAMPL7 host–guest binding challenge, the AMOEBA force field was applied to calculate the absolute binding
free energy for 16 charged organic ammonium guests to the TrimerTrip host, a recently reported acyclic cucurbituril-derived
clip host structure with triptycene moieties at its termini. Here we report binding free energy calculations for this system using
the AMOEBA polarizable atomic multipole force field and double annihilation free energy methodology. Conformational
analysis of the host suggests three families of conformations that do not interconvert in solution on a time scale available to
nanosecond molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Two of these host conformers, referred to as the “indent” and “overlap”
structures, are capable of binding guest molecules. As a result, the free energies of all 16 guests binding to both conformations were computed separately, and combined to produce values for comparison with experiment. Initial ranked results
submitted as part of the SAMPL7 exercise had a mean unsigned error (MUE) from experimental binding data of 2.14 kcal/
mol. Subsequently, a rigorous umbrella sampling reference calculation was used to better determine the free energy diﬀerence between unligated “indent” and “overlap” host conformations. Revised binding values for the 16 guests pegged to this
umbrella sampling reference reduced the MUE to 1.41 kcal/mol, with a correlation coeﬃcient (Pearson R) between calculated
and experimental binding values of 0.832 and a rank correlation (Kendall τ) of 0.65. Overall, the AMOEBA results demonstrate no significant systematic error, suggesting the force field provides an accurate energetic description of the TrimerTrip
host, and an appropriate balance of solvation and desolvation eﬀects associated with guest binding.
Keywords Absolute binding free energy · SAMPL7 · Force field · AMOEBA

Introduction
The cucurbituril molecular containers are an increasingly
important group of host molecules for the binding of ligands,
[1, 2] particularly ammonium-based organic cations including many alkaloid drugs that carry a positive charge at physiological pH [3]. Development of computationally tractable
methods for computing the receptor-ligand binding energy
constitutes a long-standing goal of molecular design. For
example, accurate interaction between a protein and a potential drug molecule enables the pharmaceutical industry to
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triage the wide variety of compounds that might bind to a
protein target and then focus synthesis eﬀorts on a small
subset of computationally promising candidates [4, 5].
The cost of designing an approved drug has increased
remarkably in recent decades. Mobley and Klimovich have
estimated an accuracy of 2 kcal/mol or better in calculated
relative binding free energies would greatly improve the eﬃciency of structure-based design in the lead optimization
phase of drug discovery [6]. The ability to compute absolute,
as opposed to relative, binding energies will allow scaﬀold
hopping beyond a single homologous series, and provide
access to truly ab initio design of new pharmaceuticals
[7–9]. Accuracy requirements are substantially higher for
absolute binding protocols since cancellation of systematic
error between similar ligands is no longer available.
Blind prediction challenges provide a mechanism to rigorously examine the current status of computational protocols for estimating protein–ligand binding free energies. The
SAMPL7 challenge included a host–guest component where
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methodologies could be applied to test systems based on
three distinct hosts: cyclodextrin derivatives, [10] Gibb octaacids, [11] and the acyclic curcurbituril-derived TrimerTrip
clip [12]. Figure 1 shows the TrimerTrip host considered
in this work. These relatively small, precisely characterized
systems are well-suited to calibrate and optimize computational algorithms with the ultimate goal of application of
the methodology to large proteins and drug-receptor interactions. Past SAMPL exercises have utilized cucurbit[7]uril
(CB[7]), [13, 14], curcurbit[8]uril (CB[8]), [15] and an alternative cucurbituril clip [16] as hosts of interest. CB-derived
molecular containers are possible tools for drug delivery,
with a hydrophobic core and rings of carbonyl groups around
the top and the bottom of the cylinder that coordinate cations
[2]. Beyond the well-characterized cyclic CB compounds,
acyclic clips are capable of binding many guests, including
acridine dyes [17] and several drugs of abuse [12].
Eﬀorts to design an optimal procedure to tackle binding free energy calculations range from quantum mechanical approaches to molecular mechanical force fields to
empirical docking algorithms. Selection of a methodology
involves striking a balance between computational eﬃciency
and model accuracy that proves useful in applications such
as drug design. Force fields employed within molecular
dynamics simulations provide an excellent means to eﬀectively sample a variety of configurations and energetics
for interacting systems. Traditional force fields, including
Amber, [18] CHARMM, [19] and OPLS-AA, [20] typically use fixed atomic point charges and Coulomb’s law
to describe electrostatics and a Lennard–Jones term for
nonbonded van der Waals interactions. These fixed charge
models only approximately reproduce the molecular electrostatic potential and neglect response of the system due to
polarization eﬀects. The AMOEBA model deals with these
issues by means of permanent atomic multipole moments
through the quadrupole and atomic induced dipole polarization [21]. Polarizable force fields like AMOEBA promise
greater transferability and accurate prediction of thermodynamic properties, while allowing parameterization directly
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from high-level ab initio calculations. AMOEBA force field
parameters have been developed for water, [22, 23] organic
molecules, [24] proteins, [25] transition metals [26] and
nucleic acids [27]. For example, several previous studies
have used AMOEBA for modeling of protein–ligand binding
free energies [28–30].
In this work, the TrimerTrip host from the SAMPL7
host–guest exercise was examined. The corresponding
guests spanned a selection of organic ammonium cations
varying from narrow, linear alkyl chains to wider adamantyl
structures, and between mono- and dication species. This
test set represented a diverse group of 16 structures, ranging
in size, structure, charge, and rigidity [12]. The polarizable
atomic multipole AMOEBA force field, in conjunction with
careful conformational analysis of the host molecule and
free energy perturbation calculations, was applied to this
host–guest set as part of the blind challenge. Analysis of
the strengths and weaknesses of the AMOEBA binding free
energy protocol are provided, along with suggestions for
future improvements.

Methodology
The host–guest systems reported here were part of the recent
SAMPL7 community exercise, which invited computational
researchers to predict unknown host–guest binding energies measured contemporaneously by experimental groups.
A host for this exercise was the cucurbituril-derived clip,
TrimerTrip, which adopts a letter “C”-like shape around
three central repeats of a cucurbituril substructure. Initial
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to explore
conformations available to this host, as well as possible
binding poses for each host–guest complex. MD simulations
and analysis calculations were performed with the Tinker
[31] and Tinker-OpenMM [32] software packages using the
AMOEBA force field. The Force Field Explorer (FFE) and
VMD programs were used for visualization of model structures and MD trajectories.

AMOEBA parameterization

Fig. 1 The TrimerTrip host as part of the SAMPL7 host–guest challenge, containing three cucurbituril repeats connected on each side
via a 7-membered ring attached to a modified triptycene derivative
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Force field parameters for TrimerTrip and individual guests
were developed following the standard AMOEBA protocol, [24] as described here briefly. Ab initio calculations
were utilized in order to derive the electrostatic parameters.
Initial structures were first optimized at a “low-level” of
theory via MP2/6-311G(1d,1p) optimizations performed
with the Psi4 quantum chemistry package [33]. Distributed
Multipole Analysis (DMA) via the GDMA program [34,
35] determined initial atomic multipole estimates, including the charge, x-, y-, and z-components of the dipole, and
the quadrupole tensor, from the low-level ab initio results.
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Polarization was removed from the ab initio results with
the Tinker poledit program to avoid double counting upon
activation of the AMOEBA polarization model. The optimized structures were then used as input for a single-point
“high-level” calculation at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
Keeping the atomic partial charges fixed, the atomic dipole
components and quadrupole values were fit to the electrostatic potential on a grid of points outside the molecular
envelope and generated from the high-level ab initio wavefunction. Rotatable bonds were used to separate each molecule into polarization groups and a Thole damping value
[36, 37] of 0.39 was used for each atom, as were the standard
AMOEBA atomic polarizabilities. For each guest, symmetry
was imposed during parameterization. Electrostatic parameter generation utilized the poledit and potential programs
from the Tinker 8 software [31]. Valence parameters were
found by various means, including fitting to QM-optimized
structures, transfer and interpolation from previously determined AMOEBA parameters, [24, 25] or taken from the corresponding MMFF parameters [38–42]. An automated procedure encompassing most of the above protocol was used to
generate and validate the guest parameters. The AMOEBA
2003 water model was used in all cases [23].

Simulation protocol
Starting host–guest structures were obtained by first positioning the guest in the middle of the host cavity with the
Tinker xyzedit program. Then an unrestrained simulation
of 50 ns was performed with the complex embedded in a
50 Å cubic box containing AMOEBA water molecules and
equilibrated at 298 K and 1 atm. The last frame of this simulation was used as the initial structure for subsequent free
energy windows. A standard double annihilation scheme was
used as the basic free energy protocol. A series of windows
were run to first annihilate the electrostatics in the guest
molecule, followed by annihilation of guest van der Waals
(vdW) interactions. Two independent free energy legs were
employed: the guest solvated in water (solvation leg) and
the host–guest complex solvated in water (bound leg). The
double annihilation scheme was applied to both legs and the
diﬀerence between these two legs was taken as the absolute
binding free energy. As detailed below, a single flat-bottom
harmonic distance restraint was added between the host and
guest to maintain binding.
For each guest, a set of MD simulations were run for the
solvation and bound series. Those MD simulations were performed on NVIDIA GTX 970 and 1070 graphical processing
units (GPUs) with the equations of motion integrated using a
two-stage RESPA integrator [43–45] with an inner time step
of 0.25 fs and a 2 fs outer time step. Snapshots of the MD
trajectories were saved every 1 ps. Each free energy window
was run for 10 ns. As with the initial exploratory trajectories,
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each MD simulation used a 50 Å water box, and was run
under isothermal-isobaric conditions (NPT) at 298 K and
1 atm. A Bussi thermostat [46–48] and Monte Carlo barostat
[49, 50] were used to enable the NPT ensemble. Sodium ions
were added to the host–guest systems to neutralize the host,
but no ions were added to neutralize the guest molecules. All
periodic simulations used particle mesh Ewald summation
(PME) for polarizable multipoles with a 7 Å cutoﬀ for real
space electrostatics. The induced dipoles were converged
to an RMS change 0.00001 Debye per atom. Pairwise vdW
energies were splined to zero over a 0.9 Å window ending
at the cutoﬀ distance of 9 Å, and were incremented by an
isotropic vdW long range correction.

Binding free energy methodology
For the calculation of absolute binding free energies, two
independent series of free energy simulations must be evaluated: the guest molecule solvated in explicit water, and the
solvated host–guest complex. The binding free energy is
then estimated as the diﬀerence between free energy sums
for each of these two series. All free energies were calculated via the Tinker bar program, which implements the free
energy perturbation (FEP) [51] and Bennett acceptance ratio
(BAR) methods [52].
The initial 10% (1 ns) of each sampling window was
discarded as equilibration. A soft-core vdW formulation
specially tuned for AMOEBA was used with the vdW annihilation protocol to avoid sampling issues near λ = 0 [28]. A
lambda value spacing of about 0.1 was used for initial windows, with additional intermediate windows run if there was
hysteresis between the forward and backward FEP energies.
Post-processing of the remaining 9 ns of production simulation for each window used FEP and BAR between adjacent
windows to find the diﬀerence in free energy between the
solvated and bound host–guest legs. Statistical error from
bootstrapping was computed for each BAR free energy estimator, and these errors were combined over all contributing
free energy windows to get a total statistical error for each
binding prediction.

TrimerTrip conformational analysis
Optimization of TrimerTrip using the AMOEBA force field
was performed using the Tinker minimize program in the
gas phase and with generalized Kirkwood implicit solvation.
The resulting unfolded structures were solvated in periodic
water boxes followed by MD simulations of 50 to 100 ns.
Additional periodic boundary MD simulations in aqueous
solution of at least 50 ns were started from each the three
structure families depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 The three main conformations available to the
TrimerTrip host in solution:
a–b two orthogonal views of a
typical “open” conformer, c–d
views of an “indent” conformer,
and e–f views of an “overlap”
conformer

TrimerTrip 7-membered ring model

Free energy simulation series

The model compound shown in Fig. 3 was used to examine
the conformational energetics of the 7-membered rings
critical to the structure of the TrimerTrip host. Following
manual model building in FFE, full gas phase optimizations of the two minimum energy conformers of the model
compound, as well as the transition state connecting them,
were performed at the MP2/6-311G(1d,1p) level using
Psi4.

Our binding protocol first turns off electrostatic interactions involving the guest, followed by removal of guest
vdW interactions. For both the guest solvation and bound
host–guest series of simulations, eleven windows were
run to annihilate the electrostatics, by decreasing the λ
value from 1.0 to 0.0 in 0.1 steps. The electrostatic coupling is achieved by simply using λ as a linear scale factor
to reduce guest multipole and polarizability parameters
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Fig. 3 a Model compound used
to examine the conformations of
the 7-membered ring adjacent to
the triptycene moiety. b-c Two
views of the lowest energy minimum of the model compound as
determined via optimization at
the MP2/6-311G(1d,1p) level.
d-e Two views of the alternative
minimum energy conformer

prior to MD simulation. For the annihilation of vdW
interactions, coupling is controlled via a soft core modified AMOEBA buffered 14-7 vdW function, and a more
elaborate set of 18 additional intermediate windows were
run using λ values from the set {1.0, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8,
0.775, 0.75, 0.725, 0.7, 0.675, 0.65, 0.625, 0.6, 0.575,
0.55, 0.525, 0.5, 0.4, 0.0}. In total, 29 windows were run
for each solvated series of bound host–guest complex
series.

Host–guest restraints
For the host–guest free energy simulations a single flat-bottom distance restraint was added between a subset of host
atoms and a group of guest atoms. The use of such restraints
has been proposed to simplify sampling for windows near
the fully decoupled or annihilated states, where the guest has
little interaction with the rest of the system. The flat-bottom
parabolic function u(r) has the following form:
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⎧ k (r − r )2 0 < r < r
1
1
⎪ 1
0
r1 ≤ r ≤ r2 .
u(r) = ⎨
⎪ k (r − r )2
r > r2
2
⎩ 2

where k is the force constant, r is the distance between the
centers of mass of atom subsets of the host and guest, and r1
and r2 define the inner and outer range of the flat-bottom
region. According to Hamelberg and McCammon, [53] the
analytical correction for this geometric restraint is
◦
c is the unit concentration and
ΔGcorr = kB Tln(c◦ V ), where
∞
V is equal to the integral ∫ 4𝜋r2 e−𝛽u(r) dr . The free energy,
0

enthalpy and entropy for the restraint correction were computed via the Tinker freefix utility. To determine parameters
for the geometric restraint, an initial unrestrained host–guest
simulation was run for 50 ns. The restraint atom groups and
distance were chosen so the restraint never escaped the flatbottom region during unrestrained simulation. For most
guests, a restraint force constant of 15 kcal/mol/Å2 was used,
and the inner and outer radii for the flat-bottom region were
set to 0 Å and 5 Å.

the distance value is 3.8 Å. The whole umbrella process
consisted of five stages to perform the interconversion. For
the first stage, a series of windows were run from the unrestrained indent form to turn on a torsional restraint at − 25°,
then slowly change the restraint to + 40° in small steps. In
a second stage, the distance restraint of 6.6 Å was turned
on while maintaining the torsional restraint at + 40°. The
force constant of the distance restraint was increased from
0.0 to 5.0, while the force constant of the torsional restraint
was increased from 0.01 to 10.0 kcal/mol/degree2. In the
third stage, the distance restraint was changed from 6.6 to
3.8 Å in 0.2 Å steps. The fourth stage was the reverse of the
second stage, with the distance restraint at 3.8 Å turned oﬀ
while keeping the torsional restraint at + 40°. In a final stage,
the torsional restraint was changed from + 40° to + 75° in
5° increments, and then removed entirely to yield the unrestrained overlap form. The above protocol consisted of 55
MD simulations of 5 ns each, and free energies were calculated via BAR using the final 4 ns of data from adjacent
windows. The sum of free energies for the five umbrella
stages yields the total free energy diﬀerence between the
indent and overlap conformers.

Guest gas phase simulations
As with the solvated and host–guest legs outlined above,
a total of 29 windows were run to annihilate each guest in
the gas phase. These simulations were performed with the
canonical Tinker code running on CPUs, using the standard
stochastic integrator available in Tinker. Gas phase window
MD trajectories of 1 ns were collected at a target temperature of 298 K with 0.1 fs time steps and snapshots saved
every 0.1 ps.

Umbrella sampling between unligated host
conformers
Two conformations of the host were identified with guests
bound, referred to below as the “indent” and “overlap” conformers. To compute the free energy diﬀerence between
these two conformers, the umbrella sampling method was
used. The indent form was gradually converted to the overlap form via a smooth pathway created by adding torsional
and distance restraints across successive simulations. Torsional restraints of equal magnitude and opposite sign were
applied to the two symmetrical CH2–N bonds on the sevenmembered ring adjacent to the outermost triptycene group.
Distance restraints were used to restrict the distance between
two carbon–carbon bond centroids on the two closest triptycene rings at the ends of the host. In the unrestrained
indent form, the torsional angle value is near − 25°, and
the bond distance is roughly 6.6 Å. For the unrestrained
overlap structure, the torsional angle is close to + 75°, and
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Results and discussion
The solvation free energy in pure water was computed for
each of the guests in Fig. 4. A series of solvated free energy
MD simulations at varying electrostatic and vdW λ values
were performed as described above. The free energy diﬀerence between adjacent MD windows was computed via the
BAR algorithm. An additional free energy series was calculated for each isolated gas phase guest molecule using Langevin dynamics, with free energies again found using BAR.
The final solvation free energy of a guest was then found
as the diﬀerence between the totals for its gas phase and
solvation series. Final values for all 16 guests are given in
Table 1, and the totals for the solvated legs alone is given in
a column of Table 2. While experimental solvation energies
are not available, the computed values are in rough agreement with expectation. In particular, dications obviously
have much more favorable solvation energies than singly
charged guests. Comparison across the set {G1, G2, G3,
G5, G16, G17} shows that each additional methylene group
alters the aqueous solvation by decreasing amounts ranging
from 11.7 to 2.3 kcal/mol over the series. Further comparison of G9 and G6, as well as G3 with G15, indicates each
methyl appended to an alkyl ammonium group decreases the
free energy by 6–8 kcal/mol, which is in good agreement
with our previous calculations on sequential methylation of
ammonia [54].
Gas phase and implicit solvent [55] optimization of TrimerTrip (Fig. 1) using the AMOEBA force field tends to
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Fig. 4 The sixteen guests for
the SAMPL7 TrimerTrip host–
guest exercise, all of which
contain either one or two protonated ammonium-like nitrogens
at the experimental pH. The
numbering used is that provided
by the SAMPL organizers

Table 1 The guest solvation energies, ΔGsolv, for the 16 guests as part
of the SAMPL7 TrimerTrip host–guest challenge
Guest

ΔG solv

Guest

ΔG solv

G1
G2
G3
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9

− 182.42
− 171.74
− 164.22
− 153.68
− 36.72
− 181.75
− 171.92
− 54.35

G10
G11
G12
G15
G16
G17
G18
G19

− 162.97
− 50.44
− 37.68
− 120.51
− 149.50
− 144.92
− 138.86
− 125.41

Units are kcal/mol. Statistical errors for the ΔGsolv values were computed by performing bootstrap analysis on the BAR free energy from
each individual perturbation window from both the gas phase and
solvated series, and combining the errors over all windows. For all
guests, the total statistical error falls within the range from 0.18 to
0.24 kcal/mol

minimize electrostatic repulsion between the four sulfonate
groups by generating extended, unfolded structures that are
flattened relative to solution structures for cucurbiturils and
cucurbituril-derived clips. Solvation followed by MD simulation of these gas phase structures leads to rapid folding
within several nanoseconds, resulting most commonly in
the “indent” structure shown in Fig. 2c, d. Three structural
families appear to predominate in solution (Fig. 2), which
we will refer to as the “open” (Fig. 2a, b), “indent” (Fig. 2c,
d) and “overlap” (Fig. 2d, e) conformations of TrimerTrip.

Additional periodic boundary MD simulations in aqueous
solution of at least 50 ns were started from members of each
the three families. All three structures were stable under MD
simulation, and interconversion between structures was not
observed. The “indent” structure is most similar to the TrimerTrip conformer provided by the SAMPL7 organizers,
while the “overlap” structure resembles the x-ray crystal
structure of a similar host analog containing a fourth central CB unit [56].
Inspection of the observed TrimerTrip conformers suggests the 7-membered rings immediately adjacent to the
triptycene groups are key determinants of overall structure.
We performed a full conformational search for the molecule
shown in Fig. 3a, as a model for the 7-ring of TrimerTrip.
Only two local structures were identified as local minima
on the MP2/6-311G(1d,1p) potential surface. The mirror
symmetric global minimum structure is shown in Fig. 3b,
c, and it is 0.6 kcal/mol lower in energy than the slightly
twisted minimum shown in Fig. 3d, e. The “overlap” TrimerTrip conformer has both 7-rings in the global minimum
conformation, while the “open” TrimerTrip has two copies
of the higher energy 7-ring, and the “indent” structure has
one of each of the 7-membered ring motifs. The symmetric
7-membered ring structure facilitates the stacked phenyl ring
overlap in the “overlap” conformer, as seen in Fig. 2e, f. On
the other hand, both the “open” and “indent” TrimerTrip
conformers have an overall twist in keeping with the alternative 7-ring model conformation. The transition state for
the model compound interconversion was also determined
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Table 2 Component and final
binding free energies
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Guest

Solvated series

Bound series
(indent)

Bound series
(overlap)

ΔG bind (indent)

ΔG bind (overlap)

G1
G2
G3
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G15
G16
G17
G18
G19

− 77.67
− 69.44
− 64.34
− 56.65
64.71
− 48.47
− 92.04
21.96
20.74
14.04
24.71
33.52
− 49.25
− 43.25
− 31.83
40.73

− 83.63
− 78.71
− 74.83
− 66.80
–
− 49.04
− 98.13
–
13.78
–
15.21
21.78
− 59.70
− 52.68
− 38.78
33.66

− 82.17
− 76.30
− 73.56
− 66.93
56.40
− 52.85
− 99.64
17.01
11.85
6.93
15.50
21.53
− 59.80
− 52.77
− 45.03
28.23

− 5.96
− 9.26
− 10.49
− 10.16
–
− 0.57
− 6.09
–
− 7.13
–
− 9.50
− 11.74
− 10.45
− 9.42
− 6.96
− 8.08

− 4.49
− 6.85
− 9.22
− 10.28
− 8.31
− 4.37
− 7.60
− 4.94
− 8.89
− 7.10
− 9.20
− 12.00
− 10.55
− 9.51
− 13.21
− 12.51

Values are for full annihilation of guest nonbonded interactions in aqueous solvation and bound to “indent”
and “overlap” conformations of the TrimerTrip host. The binding energy is the diﬀerence between the corresponding solvated and bound series. Units are kcal/mol. Values for the bound series include corrections
to account for restraint of the guest within the host binding site during the simulations. Adamantyl ligands
G6, G9 and G11 bind weakly or not at all to the indent conformer, and are not reported. Statistical errors
for the ΔGbind values were computed by performing bootstrap analysis on the BAR free energy from each
perturbation window in both the solvated and bound series, and combining the errors over all windows. For
all guests, this total statistical error falls within the range from 0.26 to 0.34 kcal/mol

at the same ab initio level of theory, and lies 6.6 kcal/mol
above the global minimum. Assuming the interconversion
barrier to be largely enthalpic, this suggests a mean first passage time from the model global minimum basin of at least
10 ns. Given the additional favorable stacking and T-shape
π–π interactions in the full TrimerTrip structures, the actual
interconversion barrier between “indent” and “overlap”
forms of TrimerTrip is likely even larger than for the model
compound. Given the lack of interconversion of TrimerTrip
structures on an MD time scale accessible via our windowed
free energy simulations, the host conformations were treated
separately, and binding results for the distinct conformers
were combined.
Both the “indent” and “overlap” host conformations form
enclosed pockets potentially suitable for guest binding, with
the “overlap” structure having the somewhat larger and more
flexible cavity. The “open” conformation does not provide a
defined binding cavity and was not considered further. We
attempted to compute the binding of all 16 guests to both
of these host conformers. For each of the bound combinations, the guest was inserted into the binding cavity, energy
minimized, and subjected to a 50 ns unrestrained MD simulation. A single distance restraint was selected to tether the
guest inside the binding cavity such that the corresponding
flat-bottom restraint was not violated during the unrestrained
dynamics calculation. A series of window simulations of
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10 ns each were then run at λ values that first annihilated
guest electrostatic interactions, followed by annihilation of
vdW interactions. Based on our results from SAMPL6, annihilation of vdW interactions was chosen over a decoupling
protocol that would retain intra-guest interactions [57]. As
described under Methodology, an analytical correction was
made to the total guest annihilation free energy to account
for removal of the restraint in the fully annihilated state.
Since the binding restraint is not violated during unrestrained simulation, no free energy change is associated with
turning on the restraint in the initial bound state. The total
free energy of the bound annihilation series for each guest
with the “indent” and “overlap” hosts, including the analytical correction, is given in Table 2.
Given the simulation results for the solvated simulation
series, as well as the bound series in the “indent” and “overlap” host conformations, we computed the binding of each
guest to both of the host conformers by simple diﬀerence.
The results are presented in the last two columns of Table 2
as ΔGbind (indent) and ΔGbind (overlap). Figures 5 and 6 provide snapshots from unrestrained MD trajectories of G2 and
G10 bound to both the “indent” and “overlap” hosts. Both
of these guests are alkyl ammonium species, are dications
at the experimental pH of 7.4, and have nearly identical distances between their ammonium nitrogen atoms (7.6 Å for
G2 vs. 7.7 Å for G10). They diﬀer mostly in the width and
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Fig. 5 Snapshots from an unrestrained MD simulation, showing G2 bound the TrimerTrip
host. The upper panels (a-b)
show binding to the “indent”
host conformation, while the
lower panels (c-d) are a typical
pose of the guest bound to the
“overlap” host conformation.
Note the oﬀset of the distal
aromatic rings in (d), compared
to the analogous unligated host
conformation shown in Fig. 2f

volume occupied by the hydrocarbon region between the cationic groups. The total contact-reentrant molecular volume
with a probe radius of 1.4 Å is 245 Å3 for G10, which is 78%
greater than the 138 Å3 volume for G2. From Fig. 5, it is seen
that G2 fits nicely into the binding cavity of the “indent” host
conformer, with very little distortion of the unligated host
structure depicted in Fig. 2c, d. In the G2-overlap complex,
the triptycene phenyl rings packed against the guest splay
apart, forming an overall chiral, spiral host structure. This
spiral host shape was observed for many guests, and may
result from an attempt by the host to sequester guest hydrophobic surface area and to form π-cation interactions with
ammonium groups. The spiral structure is dynamic, and the
position of the phenyl rings interchange resulting in enantiomeric spiral conformations several times during a 10 ns
simulation. These interchange events proceed via a structure
that retains the “overlap” form, but with the rings separated
suﬃciently to slip past each other. From the binding results
in Table 2, G2 binds more tightly to the “indent” host by
2.4 kcal/mol. The opposite behavior is found for G10, which
binds more tightly to the “overlap” structure by 1.8 kcal/

mol. In the G10 case, the guest greatly distorts the “indent”
pose, leading to loss of contact between the phenyl rings on
opposite ends of TrimerTrip as in Fig. 6a, b. G10 binding
expands the “overlap” host structure as in Fig. 6e, f, but both
terminal phenyl rings remain packed against the guest. The
data in Table 2 strongly suggests consideration of both host
conformations is mandatory to quantitatively account for
binding of the various guests.
In order to determine an overall binding free energy for
comparison against experiment, weights were assigned to
the binding of guest to the two host structures. This in turn
requires an estimate of the free energy diﬀerence between
the unligated “indent” and “overlap” forms in solution.
Given this value, the relative free energy of all four relevant states was set, i.e., bound and unbound guest with the
“indent” and “overlap” hosts. A simple four-state partition
function then provides a correct estimate of the overall free
energy diﬀerence between free and bound guest.
Two methods were used to estimate the “indent” versus
“overlap” free energy diﬀerence. Due to time constraints
near the SAMPL7 submission deadline, the solvation energy
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Fig. 6 Snapshots from an unrestrained MD simulation, showing G10 bound the TrimerTrip
host. The upper panels (a–b)
show binding to the “indent”
host conformation, while the
lower panels (c–d) are a typical
pose of the guest bound to the
“overlap” host conformation.
Note the expansion of the host
cavity necessary to bind the
wider G10 guest, relative to
the structures shown in Figs. 2
and 5

of the two separate host conformations was computed,
including all intra-host interactions. This resulted in a free
energy diﬀerence of 2.84 kcal/mol favoring the “indent”
conformation, and this value was used as our ranked submission for SAMPL7 as shown in Table 3. However, large hysteresis in multiple free energy windows rendered this value
uncertain. Thus, we submitted two “unranked” prediction
sets, one assuming the “overlap” conformer to be lower in
free energy by roughly 2.5 kcal/mol, and another assuming “indent” and “overlap” to be equal in free energy. Our
ranked and two unranked submissions prior to the SAMPL7
deadline correspond to submission IDs 6, 8 and 9, respectively, to the SAMPL7 challenge as archived on Github at
https://github.com/samplchallenges/SAMPL7/.
Subsequent to closure of the SAMPL7 challenge, we
employed a much better behaved and more rigorous series
of umbrella sampling simulations to determine the “indent”
versus “overlap” free energy separation. Starting from
the unrestrained “indent” structure, a set of 55 restrained
simulations were used to slowly convert the conformation
to the “overlap” form. A smooth interconversion pathway
was constructed using torsional restraints on one of the two
7-membered TrimerTrip rings, as well as the midpoint distance between two spatially close phenyl ring C–C bonds
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in the “overlap” form. The overall path is illustrated in
Fig. 7, and resulted in a free energy favoring the “overlap”
structure by 1.11 kcal/mol, near the average of our two
“unranked” predictions submitted for SAMPL7. The statistical error between adjacent simulations along the umbrella
sampling path was estimated by bootstrap analysis of the
BAR results. The total umbrella sampling error estimated
by adding individual errors across all windows is 0.42 kcal/
mol. Guest binding values based upon the umbrella sampling
result are given in Table 3 as the “revised” column. Note the
guest binding simulation results summarized in Table 2 are
unchanged between the “ranked” and “revised” estimates,
and the only diﬀerence is in the relative energies of the unligated “indent” and “overlap” host states.
Plots of our “ranked” and “revised” free energy predictions vs. experimental values are shown in the upper and
lower panels of Fig. 8, respectively. The “ranked” predictions exhibit a mean unsigned error (MUE) of 2.14 kcal/
mol and a Pearson correlation coeﬃcient (R) of 0.703. However, there is a clear trend for the larger guests, including
all of the adamantyl compounds, being calculated as under
bound. This is due to the overestimation of the stability of
the “indent” host conformation, and resulting underweighting of guest binding to the “overlap” form. Larger ligands,
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Table 3 Initial “ranked” and final “revised” TrimerTrip host–guest
binding free energies compared to the experimental values
Guest

Ranked

Revised

Experiment

G1
G2
G3
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G15
G16
G17
G18
G19
MUE
RMSE
Pearson R
Kendall τ

− 5.96
− 9.26
− 10.49
− 10.16
− 5.47
− 1.51
− 6.09
− 2.10
− 7.13
− 4.26
− 9.50
− 11.74
− 10.45
− 9.42
− 10.37
− 9.67
2.14
2.77
0.704
0.43

− 4.85
− 8.15
− 9.38
− 10.28
− 8.31
− 4.37
− 7.60
− 4.94
− 8.89
− 7.10
− 9.20
− 12.00
− 10.55
− 9.51
− 13.21
− 12.51
1.41
1.59
0.832
0.65

− 6.10
− 8.32
− 10.05
− 11.10
− 9.60
− 6.50
− 9.45
− 7.57
− 8.17
− 9.02
− 8.29
− 10.52
− 11.50
− 11.80
− 10.55
− 11.70

Units are kcal/mol. The standard statistical error for the “revised”
binding energies is the umbrella sampling error estimate of 0.42 kcal/
mol added to the ΔGbind errors of 0.26–0.34 kcal/mol from Table 2,
resulting in total statistical errors for each guest of between 0.68 and
0.76 kcal/mol

Fig. 7 An outline of the umbrella sampling protocol used to compute
the free energy diﬀerence between the unligated “indent” and “overlap” conformations of the TrimerTrip host in solution. An estimate
of this energy diﬀerence is needed to set overall host–guest binding
free energies given the computed binding of each guest to the separate “indent” and “overlap” conformers
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in particular, bind more tightly to the “overlap” host than to
the “indent” host.
Our “revised” binding free energy predictions based on
the more reliable umbrella sampling reference, produce the
calculated vs. experimental plot shown in Fig. 8b. These
results are much better balanced and lie substantially closer
to experiment than the “ranked” set. The MUE is reduced to
1.41 kcal/mol. The revised predictions for twelve of the 16
guests are now within 2.0 kcal/mol of experiment, and the
remaining four guests fall only slightly outside the ± 2 kcal/
mol target. The correlation coeﬃcient is 0.832, and the pairwise rank correlation (Kendall τ value) is high at 0.65. As
a point of interest, we note that our unranked submission
assuming the two unligated host conformations are equal in
free energy provided nearly identical statistics, with a very
slightly improved MUE of 1.39 kcal/mol. Generally, any
unligated host energy diﬀerence from roughly zero to favoring “overlap” by a modest amount provides similar overall
binding results, as can be verified by inspection of the data
in Table 2.
The treatment of finite size and salt eﬀects in free energy
simulations of charged systems is a topic of ongoing discussion in the literature, especially surrounding the use of
Ewald summation techniques [58–62]. In order to explore
the importance of this issue for the current system, a set
of computational experiments were performed for G15
bound to the “overlap” TrimerTrip host. Four different
buﬀer conditions were simulated. For our standard protocol, as described above, four sodium ions were added to
the host–guest complex to neutralize the host, and no ions
were added to attempt to neutralize the guest during double
annihilation. In a second set of “neutral” conditions, two
additional chloride ions were added to neutralize the G15
guest in both the guest and host–guest systems, and these
additional ions were annihilated along with the guest. This
procedure keeps the overall system neutral across all free
energy simulation windows. A third free energy calculation
was performed while approximating 50 mM NaCl via further
addition of four sodium ions and four chloride ions beyond
the standard conditions. Finally, a fourth series of calculations were run with no added ions in order to test a “no salt”
condition. All of these simulations agreed to within 1 kcal/
mol with the following binding values: − 12.00 kcal/mol
(standard protocol), − 12.98 kcal/mol (neutral), − 12.44 kcal/
mol (50 mM salt) and − 12.87 kcal/mol (no salt). The eﬀect
of varying the binding cavity restraint force constant was
tested for G15 by doubling from 15 kcal/mol/Å2 to a value
of 30, and maintaining the standard ion protocol. The resulting free energy was − 12.34 kcal/mol, within the standard
error. Further calculations are needed to clarify whether
these relatively small diﬀerences are statistically significant
for TrimerTrip-G15, and are beyond the scope of the work
presented here. While it appears treatment of charges, small
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Experimental ∆G (kcal/mol)

Fig. 8 a Plot of the initially
submitted “ranked” AMOEBA
predictions for the host–guest
binding free energies. Binding values in (a) correspond
to our initial estimate of the
unligated host having a lower
free energy by 2.84 kcal/mol in
the “indent” conformation. b A
plot of the revised AMOEBA
results for the TrimerTrip. Binding values in (b) correspond to
the unligated host preferring
the “overlap” conformation by
1.11 kcal/mol as determined by
umbrella sampling. The darker
and lighter shaded green regions
represent deviations within 1
and 2 kcal/mol from experiment, respectively
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numbers of added ions, and variation in cavity restraints
have at most a modest eﬀect on TrimerTrip binding, this
conclusion may not extend to other host–guest systems or
protein-drug interactions.
AMOEBA free energy calculations between sampling
windows provide a bootstrap error estimate associated with
the BAR procedure. The error for pairs of adjacent windows
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must be summed over entire solvated or bound simulation
series, and those values are summed again when taking
the final diﬀerence between free energy series. For the gas
phase vs. aqueous solvation free energies listed in Table 1,
the overall error is in the range from 0.15 to 0.25 kcal/mol.
For host–guest binding energies reported in Tables 2 and 3,
the statistical standard error is approximately 0.4 kcal/mol
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and is similar across all guests. In addition, we have previously performed multiple binding free energy evaluations
for similar complexes, and the variability in the final binding
free energy values suggested an inherent statistical error of
roughly 0.25 kcal/mol.

Conclusions
One of the major advantages of a polarizable potential
energy model is its ability to account for the diﬀerent environments to which a molecule is exposed. This arises in at
least two ways that are relevant to host–guest complex formation in aqueous solution. First, the guest is in a diﬀerent
environment in high dielectric water vs. packed against aromayic rings inside the TrimerTrip cavity. Second, water molecules inside the unligated host are freed upon guest binding, and this favorable desolvation process can be diﬃcult
to model generally with a nonpolarizable water model. The
first of these eﬀects will tend to result in inaccurate binding
values for individual guests, while the desolvation issue can
result in a systematic oﬀset error in binding observed with
fixed charge force fields. Our “revised” AMOEBA model,
using a correct estimate of the unligated host free energy
diﬀerence, provides binding equilibria within about one log
unit, which may improve with further iterations of the force
field currently under development [63, 64]. The best fit line
for the data shown in Fig. 8b is ΔGcalc = 1.228 × ΔGexpt + 2.
724. Both the slope and intercept values are indicative of a
moderate over binding of tight binders, and corresponding
under binding of weaker ligands. However, the fact that most
guests fall within 2 kcal/mol of experiment across a fairly
broad range of binding values, discounts a large systematic
error. Considering the current AMOEBA results combined
with those from prior SAMPL host–guest exercises, there is
little overall evidence of any systematic bias [57, 65].
Our results also illustrate the importance of careful consideration of the conformational analysis of both partners in
a binding event. While a fully automated binding free energy
protocol is an ultimate goal of exercises like the SAMPL7
challenge, simple special case structural considerations can
greatly simplify a modeling problem. For example, the relatively high barrier between the “indent” and “overlap” TrimerTrip structures poses a serious sampling obstacle if one
insists on sampling them together. However, conformational
problems are not always as easily separable as in this case,
and sampling remains a limitation for many flexible systems.
Blind challenges, such as SAMPL7, present an outstanding opportunity to test and compare energy models
and sampling technologies, and to learn ways to improve
these approaches in order to advance the field. Data presented in this report suggests our standard protocol can
provides reasonable binding results for small host–guest
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complexes without use of advanced sampling methods
beyond canonical MD simulation. Future work will include
an examination of enhanced sampling, such a Hamiltonian
replica exchange [66, 67] and orthogonal space random
walk methods [65, 68], in application of the AMOEBA
model to larger protein–ligand complexes.
Based on our experience in the SAMPL7 TrimerTrip
host–guest challenge, the AMOEBA model combined
with a straightforward double annihilation scheme yields
near chemical accuracy for binding free energies for this
system. Although AMOEBA calculations are slower than
traditional fixed partial charge biomolecular force fields,
modern GPU technology allows individual host–guest
absolute binding energies such as those reported here to
be obtained within several hours. Significant progress
has been reported by many groups across the continuing
series of SAMPL challenges, and there is great promise
that approaches like those described here will contribute
to the future of computer-aided drug design.
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